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MagicDoc//Hermes

	The MagicDoc community has its own magical society "Hermes."  It is fraternal, has a code 
of ethics and expects some obedience from its members (in terms of their employment/relationship 
to MagicDoc).

	To enter Hermes one must be a mage employed by MagicDoc and write a thesis.  A copy of 
the thesis is kept at the MagicDoc center the mage is on call for, another copy at the Hermes center 
in California, secured library.

	The thesis is used to "page" the mage when he is needed on rotations.

Strictures:

		Fraternal Stricture
		Ethics Code Stricture (mild)
		Organization/Obedience Stricture

	New/Thesis REQUIRED for first initiation
	(all MagicDoc members are called through the thesis
	link).

Resources:

	Upper (must pay for with time/services)
	Patron:  MagiDoc, Inc.
	45 members
	(requires instant karma or good luck to join)
	Individuals with good reps are often invited to join after being certified and working as 
interns at a MagiDoc center.

Notes:

THE MAGICDOC CENTER

	A typical MagicDoc treatment center is a circular building.  The exterior will have a force 
12 to force 14 protective barrier with d3 types of elementals bound to it (a total of 3 elementals are 
usual).

	Between the exterior wall and the interior wall will be sleeping areas, stores, a small print 
and computer library (magic 12), study and other normal hospital type rooms, including some 
recovery rooms.

	In the center of the building will be four circles in a cloverleaf design or pattern.  Each circle will have a Force 6 barrier protecting it and a translucent screen.  Inside of the circles is where 
healing spells are cast.

	Some treatment centers may be larger and have more significant screening and protective 
wards.   
	MagicDoc leads in research for elementals or others who can be bound or used to enhance 
healing spells.  Obviously Bear and Snake Shamen are appreciated by MagicDoc.

	Most centers also have a shamen lodge and space for hermetic circles.  Membership in 
Hermes gives free access and use of the circles, libraries and lodges.

	It also requires a minimum of d3+1 healing sessions a month.  Some members pay other 
mages to fulfill their obligations, others seek to spend more time healing.

	At least one MagicDoc Center (the one in Coos Bay) has several "retired" mages whose 
bodies have failed them but who now practice healing magic as free-willed spirits operating out of 
the Center.

OTHER NOTES

	MagiDoc is the healing service of choice for magic users.

	Founded by three burned out shadowrunning mages with some spare nuyen, MagiDoc has 
grown slowly, but steadily.  With a thesis requirement and solid organization, the group has pulled 
in a number of tired, starving or otherwise newly open-minded mages willing to serve and to heal.

	Not for everyone, MagiDoc is the "civilized" equivalent to the bear doctor societies 
flourishing all over the NAN territories.


